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Abstract. Building access control represents an important application
for biometric verification but often requires greater accuracy than can
be provided by a single verifier. Even as algorithms continue to improve,
poor samples and environmental factors will continue to impact per-
formance in the building environment. We aim to improve verification
accuracy by combining decisions from multiple verifiers spread through-
out a building. In particular, we combine verifiers along the path traced
out by each subject. When combining these decisions, the assumption of
conditional independence simplifies implementation but can potentially
lead to suboptimal performance. Through empirical evaluation of two
related algorithms, we show that the assumption of conditional indepen-
dence does not significantly impact verification accuracy. We argue that
such a small reduction in accuracy can be attributed to the relative ac-
curacy of each verifier. As a result, decisions can be combined using low
complexity fusion rules without concerns of degraded accuracy.

1 Introduction

Combining decisions from a small number of biometric verifiers is a common
strategy for improving verification accuracy [1–3]. In most contexts, the set of
verifiers being combined is carefully selected during the design of a system, and
all verifiers share a single location. For example, a system might use face and
fingerprint as in [3]. In the following, we investigate the slightly different problem
of combining biometric verifiers distributed throughout a secure building. One
can envision a scenario in which a biometric verifier is placed at each secure
door to assist in deciding whether the door should be unlocked for a particular
subject.

As a subject passes through multiple secure doors, he traces a path of veri-
fication attempts. A building access control system is able to observe this path
by forcing each subject to claim his or her identity with a key card. Rather
than relying only on local decisions from each verifier, the access control system
can construct a more informed decision using information from all verifiers in a
path. This scenario differs from the standard combination of multiple biometric
verifiers because the path differs from subject to subject and varies over time.
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A path may include multiple modalities, multiple algorithms, or even multiple
instances of identical devices. If verifiers from different vendors are combined,
they might provide different types of verification results (e.g., match scores as
opposed to binary decisions). If multiple instances of a single verifier appear in a
path, their decisions may be correlated. We expect these identical verifiers to be
common in buildings, where there is a significant motivation for access control
systems to rely on a small number of verifier models. In particular, this simplifies
purchase, installation and continued support of the system.

To ensure verification results of the same type, we restrict our analysis to
decision level fusion [4], and assume that each verifier is assigned a pair of error
rates based on testing by its respective vendor. These error rates correspond
to the false accept rate (FAR), the rate at which an imposter is accepted as
authentic, and false reject rate (FRR), the rate at which an authentic claimant is
rejected. In general, joint characterizations of the error rates will not be available
for the ensemble of verifiers. For example, the rate at which verifier A accepts
a claimant and verifier B rejects that same claimant are not known because A
and B are tested by different vendors.

Previously, we have described a technique for combining the decisions made
along a path using these marginal error rates and an assumption of conditional
independence [5]. In the following, we evaluate the impact of this assumption
on the error rates of fused decisions. First, we show that multiple instances of
the same verifier can be moderately correlated. Then, we evaluate two strategies
that differ only in whether or not conditional independence is assumed. This
evaluation suggests that the independence assumption does not significantly alter
verification accuracy when combining verifiers at the decision level.

Domingos and Pazanni have previously suggested that scenarios exist in
which a classifier that assumes conditional independence is optimal even for
highly correlated data [6]. In contrast, we have found evidence that, for our
problem, moderate correlation has a negligible impact on accuracy even when
the conditions set forth in [6] are not met. This scenario occurs when combining
decisions from relatively accurate verifiers rather than raw features. While it is
possible for the conditional independence assumption to lead to suboptimal de-
cisions, such decisions become increasingly rare with more accurate verifiers and
longer paths. This observation permits a significant simplification of combination
strategies while maintaining high accuracy.

2 The Building Environment

Combining biometric verifiers along a subject’s path differs from a traditional
multi-biometric system in several ways. One major difference is that verifiers
may be purchased from multiple vendors, making joint training infeasible prior
to system installation. As a result, joint characterizations of verifier error rates
are not available. The internal operation of verifiers might also be opaque to
protect the intellectual property of each vendor. In many cases, this concern
leads to verifiers that provide only a decision – sometimes without even providing
a configurable verification threshold.
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When installing biometric verifiers throughout a building, system integrators
are likely to use only a small number of distinct verifier models. This implies
that any given path is likely to include multiple instances of the same veri-
fier. Intuitively, two identical verifiers are likely to make errors on the same
subject, violating the conditional independence assumption employed in [5] and
elsewhere. For this reason, we expect that combination strategies assuming con-
ditional independence will be outperformed by those that do not rely on such
an assumption. Contrary to this expectation, our evaluation demonstrates only
a marginal difference in verification accuracy.

In this paper, we assume the following: each verifier emits only a decision, and
both FAR and FRR measurements are provided for each verifier. We choose this
model based on the fact that vendors are not likely to expose the internals of their
product. Some devices might provide match scores, and this information could be
exploited using class conditional score models. We do not explore this possibility
under the assumption that vendors are not likely to provide compatible or even
accurate score models.

3 Correlation Measurements

To assess the degree of independence among decisions from multiple biometric
verifiers, we measured the correlation coefficient for decisions from pairs of bio-
metric verifiers. Our data consists of match scores that were generated by several
algorithms against the XM2VTS database [7]. We refer to the scores from a single
algorithm as a score set. Each score set represents a different algorithm entered
in the face verification competition held at ICPR2000 [8]. Because all score sets
were generated from the same database, we can use this data to estimate the de-
gree of correlation between multiple verifiers on the same subjects. To construct
decisions from these scores, we applied a maximum likelihood (ML) criterion to
Gaussian Mixture Models for imposter and authentic score distributions. The
associated thresholds and error rates for each verifier are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Local thresholds and corresponding error rates

Algorithm Threshold FAR FRR

AUT1 0.5359 0.0352 0.0825

EPFL 0.4334 0.0321 0.1225

USYD1 0.6785 0.1004 0.1525

SURREY2 0.1677 0.0422 0.0775

There are three scenarios where we expect to find correlation between verifier
decisions. The first scenario is when two different verifiers observe the same
subject (Fig. 1a). In this case, a particular authentic claimant might be difficult
to verify or an imposter might resemble one of the valid subjects. The second
scenario is when two identical verifiers observe the same subject (Fig. 1b). Each
verifier captures a different sample so that different decisions are possible. In
this case, errors inherent to this specific verification algorithm will occur at
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Fig. 1. Scenarios in which two verifiers construct two distinct decisions

both verifiers. The third scenario is when two different verification algorithms
observe the same image (Fig. 1c), but this scenario will not occur in the building
access context that we are investigating because each verifier will capture a new
biometric sample. We do not expect to find correlation between two different
modalities, and, for this reason, focus our attention here on face verification.

Without any additional processing, the XM2VTS score sets represent the
third scenario described above. If the scores from each set are stored in the same
order, then the nth decision from two different sets will correspond to the same
image. To generate decision pairs corresponding to scenarios (a) and (b) in Fig. 1,
we observe that the XM2VTS database contains multiple face images for each
subject. By carefully permuting the order of scores such that the nth decision
from two different sets correspond to different images of the same subject, we can
construct scenarios (a) and (b). Specifically, a pair of score sets with one set in
the original order and one set in the permuted order represents the combination
of two decisions made from different samples of the same subject. Scenario (a)
can be emulated when the pair is formed from an original set and the permuted
variant of another set. Scenario (b) can be emulated when the pair is formed
from an original set and its own permuted variant. It is also possible to construct
independent verifiers by permuting the order such that each subject is aligned
with scores from another subject. We call both procedures score permutation.

With score permutation defined, it is straightforward to calculate the cor-
relation coefficient between two different biometric verifiers in each correlation
scenario. We choose this metric over others presented in [9] because it is normal-
ized according to individual verifier accuracy – allowing for comparison across
different pairs of verifiers. Following [9], we construct the correlation coefficient
using (1). In this equation, ui represents the decision made by verifier i.

a = P{ u1 = accept, u2 = accept }, b = P{ u1 = accept, u2 = reject }
c = P{ u1 = reject, u2 = accept }, d = P{ u1 = reject, u2 = reject }

ρ =
ad − bc

√
(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b + d)

(1)
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Fig. 2. Decision correlation for pairs of verifiers

There are actually two correlation coefficients for each pair of verifiers: one
each from the imposter and authentic distributions. Both correlation coefficients
are presented in Fig. 2, where the values of a, b, c, and d have been calculated
using relative frequency estimates over the training data. Due to the relatively
small number of authentic images, error bars have been included for the 95%
confidence interval surrounding each authentic correlation coefficient.

It is clear from Fig. 2 that significant correlation exists between decisions
from two identical verifiers, but correlation between two different verifiers is
either small or statistically insignificant. Also apparent from this figure is that
correlation among imposter decisions is stronger than for authentics in the case
of identical verifiers – possibly indicating some repeatable impersonations.

4 Fusion Strategies

We have implemented an evaluation tool that combines decisions using two dif-
ferent algorithms: one that assumes conditional independence and another that
does not. Both of these operate by estimating the class conditional probabil-
ity (i.e., likelihood) for a path of decisions and emitting a maximum likelihood
estimate of the underlying class (authentic or imposter). The only difference be-
tween the two algorithms is the use of a conditional independence assumption
in the first. Both algorithms rely on the likelihood ratio test in (2) below.

P{u | ω1 }
P{u | ω0 }

u0=1

≷
u0=0

WSEC (2)

In (2), u is a vector of local verifier decisions, ω1 designates the authentic
class and ω0 designates the imposter class. The output u0 is the path decision,
and WSEC defines the relative importance of each type of error. If both false
accept and false reject errors are equally important, then WSEC has a value of
1. A large WSEC value indicates that false accept errors are more costly than
false reject and vice versa.
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If we assume conditional independence, then the likelihood in (2) can be
expanded into a product of marginal likelihoods (3). Each of these marginal
likelihoods can in turn be constructed from FAR and FRR estimates for each
verifier. We note that this is simply a Naive Bayes Classifier that operates on
local verifier decisions and refer to it hereafter as NB.

P{u | ωi } =
N∏

i=1

P{ ui | ωi } (3)

P{ ui | ω1 } =
{

FARi ui = 0
1 − FARi ui = 1

P{ ui | ω0 } =
{

1 − FRRi ui = 0
FRRi ui = 1

Without the conditional independence assumption, we are forced to estimate
the joint likelihood for the vector of decisions u. For the purposes of evaluation, it
is feasible to operate on one path at a time and measure the relative frequency
of each possible decision vector. This approach is possible because the set of
possible decision vectors is manageable given the length of our test paths. For
long paths, the number of possible vectors increases exponentially and training
data is usually insufficient to estimate the likelihood of each vector. We refer
to this estimation of the full likelihood expression as Full Bayes or simply FB.
This strategy is defined precisely in (4), where Nu | ωi

represents the number of
times the vector u is produced by class ωi and Nωi represents the total number
of vectors from class ωi.

P{u | ωi } =
Nu | ωi

Nωi

(4)

The FB approach enables decision combination without the assumption of
conditional independence for evaluation, but it does not represent a viable strat-
egy for combining decisions in a building environment. Recall that verifiers
may be purchased from multiple vendors and evaluated against different test
databases. Furthermore, training is required for each possible path through a
building, making this solution intractable in practice. The primary purpose of
this approach is to evaluate the performance impact of estimating a joint prob-
ability distribution rather than assuming conditional independence.

5 Evaluation

We have evaluated the accuracy of decision fusion both with and without the
conditional independence assumption using the score sets introduced in Sect. 3.
For reference, we have also evaluated the accuracy of a Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [2, 10] and a majority vote. The SVM operates on decisions that are
represented as ±1, and the majority vote accepts a subject as authentic when
more than half the verifiers in a path accept that subject.
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Noting that the most significant correlation occurs when combining two iden-
tical verifiers, we have constructed 9 example paths in which the first two steps
use score sets from the same verifier and the second two steps use score sets
from two distinct verifiers. The paths are enumerated in Table 2. The intent is
to construct a scenario in which knowledge of the correlation between the first
two verifiers will change the path decision at the fourth step.

Table 2. Example paths for evaluating fusion strategies

ID Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4

1 EPFL EPFL USYD1 AUT1

2 EPFL EPFL USYD1 SURREY2

3 EPFL EPFL AUT1 SURREY2

4 AUT1 AUT1 USYD1 EPFL

5 AUT1 AUT1 USYD1 SURREY2

6 AUT1 AUT1 EPFL SURREY2

7 USYD1 USYD1 EPFL AUT1

8 USYD1 USYD1 EPFL SURREY2

9 USYD1 USYD1 AUT1 SURREY2

Only two decisions are available for each authentic subject in the test set,
so only two permutations are possible while maintaining realistic correlation
(scenarios (a) and (b) in Fig. 1). We are thus forced to permute each of these
pairs such that the first pair is completely independent of the second. We believe
that this is a reasonable transformation given the observation that the correlation
between distinct verifiers is relatively small to begin with.

To calculate local thresholds and estimate likelihoods, we have used training
data from each score set (called the “evaluation set” in [7]). Verification accuracy
is then calculated over the test set. In this paper, we present accuracy in terms
of the Weighted Error Rate (WER) [11], which is simply a weighted average of
FAR and FRR based on the security parameter WSEC appearing previously in
(2). The WER is defined as

WER =
WSEC · FAR + FRR

WSEC + 1
. (5)

Error rates for path decisions at the final step of each path are presented in
Fig. 3 with path numbers presented along the abscissa. For visual clarity, a line
has been drawn to connect the error rates from each combination strategy. This
line does not imply any logical connection from one path to the next.

Fig. 3 indicates that FB does, in fact, outperform NB for some paths; how-
ever, the difference in accuracy is negligible. In several paths (1, 7, 8, and 9) there
is no difference in accuracy between the two algorithms. This occurs because the
USDY1 algorithm performs significantly worse than the others. As a result, both
fusion strategies give scores from USYD1 a small weight and favor the decisions
of the second two verifiers. Correlation only serves to further reduce the weight
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Fig. 3. Verification accuracy at the fourth step of example paths

of the USYD1 pair, so the second two verifiers continue to dominate. The re-
maining paths show an average difference in error rates of 0.5%. In these paths,
the difference results from an increase in FAR and a corresponding decrease in
FRR. Because one type of error is traded off for another, there is little change
in the observed WER.

6 Discussion

In Sect. 5, we showed that even for significantly correlated decisions, the con-
ditional independence assumption has a minimal impact on the weighted error
rate. This result is rather surprising, but it can be explained based on two key
observations: 1) only a small number of vectors are affected by the conditional
independence assumption and 2) those vectors are ambiguous in the sense that
they may have been generated by either authentic claimants or imposters.

For both the FB and NB strategies described in Sect. 4, the likelihood ratio
test in (2) implicitly specifies a function mapping from local decision vectors u
to a path decision u0. We call this function the fusion rule and define Ff (u) and
Fn(u) as the fusion rules specified by FB and NB, respectively.

For a given path, there may be decision vectors on which Ff (·) and Fn(·) dis-
agree. We label the set of all such decision vectors D as defined in (6) and refer
to D as the disagreeing set. For WSEC set to 1 and similar error rates at each
verifier, the vectors mostly likely to be in D are those ambiguous vectors con-
taining the same number of accept and reject decisions. Because each individual
verifier has a relatively low error rate, such vectors are unlikely to occur.

D = {u : Ff (u) �= Fn(u) } (6)

To demonstrate the small size of D for WSEC set to 1, we calculated the
relative frequency of vectors in D for the paths from Table 2. These rates are
presented in Fig. 4, which lists path numbers along the abscissa. As can be seen
in the figure, vectors in D represent less than 2% of all vectors in both the
training and test sets. Furthermore, we found that for the paths evaluated, D
contained at most one unique vector – specifically the (accept, accept, reject,
reject) vector.
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Fig. 4. Relative frequency of vectors in D

Fig. 4 also demonstrates that even with the joint characterization used by
FB, the problem is not separable – making some number of errors unavoidable.
For the correlation structure imposed in Sect. 5, we see that FB favors imposters
for the (accept, accept, reject, reject) decision vector. We conclude that NB dis-
agrees because it ignores the correlation between the first two decisions. Clearly,
deciding to accept this vector was a poor choice for Path 4. Even for paths 2, 5,
and 6, deciding to accept this vector will result in some number of false accept
errors. These results are skewed by rather extreme the correlation scenario we
have selected. In general, we expect any decision for vectors in D to lead to a
tradeoff between a similar number of false accept and false reject errors.

The conclusion to be taken from Fig. 4 is that accounting for correlation be-
tween decisions minimally impacts verification accuracy. This is true because the
conditional independence assumption only changes the fusion rule for ambiguous
decision vectors (i.e., those that are generated by imposters and authentics with
a similar likelihood). For relatively accurate verifiers, such ambiguous vectors are
rare. The verifiers we evaluate here have a measured WER of between 0.06 and
0.13 (WSEC = 1), and we expect such ambiguous decision vectors to become
increasingly rare with improved verifier accuracy and longer paths.

7 Conclusion

In the preceding, we have defined two closely related strategies for combining de-
cisions from multiple biometric verifiers. One (Naive Bayes) assumes conditional
independence, while the other (Full Bayes) does not. Evaluating each against
score sets from the XM2VTS database, we show that the conditional indepen-
dence assumption does not significantly impact accuracy. Further analysis of the
fusion rules generated by each strategy indicates that the decision vectors for
which the two approaches disagree are both unlikely to occur and are generated
by imposters and authentics with near equal likelihood. This trend can be at-
tributed to the relatively high accuracy of each individual verifier. Based on this
observation, we claim that decision fusion strategies can safely ignore moderate
levels of correlation without significantly impacting accuracy.
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